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To empower the Usher Community through 
support, connection and knowledge

To see children and families living with 
Usher syndrome love their lives

OUR MISSION

OUR PURPOSE
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ABOUT US

UsherKids Australia was established to advocate 
and support children diagnosed with Usher 
syndrome and their families. Usher syndrome 
is a rare genetic condition characterised by 
congenital hearing loss or deafness, progressive 
loss of vision due to retinitis pigmentosa, and in 
some cases, vestibular dysfunction. 

Advancements in genetic and genomic testing make earlier 
diagnosis of rare genetic conditions such as Usher syndrome 
more available to a greater number of children born with 
hearing loss in Australia. This earlier diagnosis leaves a distinct 
gap in the provision of services and support for families, as well 
as an evidence-based clinical pathway for clinicians to guide 
their care when working with children with Usher syndrome. 

UsherKids Australia was co-founded in Melbourne in 2016 and 
continues to be run by dedicated Directors Emily Shepard and 
Hollie Feller, two parents whose young children are living with 
Usher syndrome. Over the years, UsherKids Australia has made 
a significant impact by uniting the Australian Usher syndrome 
community and ensuring that newly diagnosed families never 
feel the isolation and helplessness that Emily and Hollie felt 
when their children were first diagnosed. 

In addition to providing direct support to children with Usher 
syndrome and their families, UsherKids Australia works to 
develop resources and opportunities for clinicians, researchers, 
service providers, educators and the general public to come 
together in the care for children with Usher syndrome, with the 
aim of increasing their understanding on the  specific clinical, 
educational and social needs of children with this condition. 
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HOLLIE FELLER DIRECTOR
Hollie is a co-founder and Director of UsherKids Australia. She is 
passionate about early diagnosis of Usher syndrome through genetic 
testing, the education of clinical professionals as well as support for 
families around the country to share research and information about the 
current generation of Usher syndrome (USH) kids. 

Hollie divides her time between working at the Genetic Support Network 
of Australia, volunteering for UsherKids Australia and the Paediatric Vision 
Impairment Alliance. She is also on the Board at Genetic Cures Australia 
(www.geneticcures.com.au), a charity she established with her husband 
to further accelerate Australian research and therapies for genetic 
conditions such as Usher syndrome. 

EMILY SHEPARD DIRECTOR
Emily Shepard is a co-founder and Director of UsherKids Australia. 
Emily is a passionate advocate who is committed to improving the 
lives of children with Usher syndrome and their families. She brings her 
perspective as a mother of a child with Usher syndrome, skills acquired 
from working in a commercial environment, and her knowledge from 
studies in Auslan and Public Health to successfully manage the not-for-
profit organisation. 

Emily divides her time between volunteering for organisations (UsherKids 
Australia, Paediatric Vision Impairment Alliance, Deafblind International 
Usher Network, and the Bentleigh Cricket Club) with her studies in Public 
Health. She also engages in a variety of  project work with Deafness Forum 
Australia. 

LISA KEARNS BOARD MEMBER
Lisa Kearns is an Orthoptist with a Postgraduate Diploma in Genetic 
Counselling. Lisa co-ordinates the Ocular Diagnostic and Ocular Genetic 
Clinic at the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital. The service provides 
specialised vision and electrodiagnostic testing, genetic testing, and 
counselling for individuals and families with inherited eye conditions. 

With her unique skill set, Lisa also holds a position at the Centre for Eye 
Research Australia (CERA). For many years she has co-ordinated research 
studies into genetic eye conditions and provided feedback of research 
genetic testing results to participants. Lisa has a particular interest in 
inherited retinal dystrophies, including retinitis pigmentosa (RP) and Usher 
syndrome. Lisa’s knowledge of Usher syndrome, combined with her talent 
and passion for improving people’s lives make her an incredibly valuable 
addition to the UsherKids team. With advances in genetic technologies 
and clinical trials, she provides a supportive link between the UsherKids 
community, clinicians and the research team.

OUR PEOPLE

https://geneticcures.com.au/
http://www.geneticcures.com.au
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TRACEY JOHNSTON CASE COORDINATOR
Tracey is a Clinical Lead with NextSense (formerly RIDBC). She is an 
Early Childhood teacher with a Masters in Special Education (Sensory 
Disabilities). Her knowledge and experience working with families of 
children with sensory impairments spans over two decades. Tracey 
developed an interest in Usher syndrome during her teaching career. This 
resulted in a strong desire to be involved in supporting children with Usher 
syndrome and their families. 

As case coordinator for UsherKids Australia, Tracey provides guidance 
and support to families, particularly in the early years after diagnosis. 
She strives to reduce isolation as well as increase support and service 
provision for families in order to improve their long term health and well-
being. Tracey assists families and professionals to build their skills and 
capacity with NDIS processes and plan reviews through the National 
Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Information, Linkages and Capacity 
Building (ILC) grant program funded through the Department of Social 
Services.  

LAUREN JOHANSEN PROJECT COORDINATOR
Lauren is currently completing her PhD in Clinical Psychology. She has 
a wealth of experience working with children and youth, especially 
those with autism and anxiety. She is passionate about supporting and 
advocating for parents and caregivers within the healthcare system.

Lauren drives UsherKids Australia’s various research collaborations. 
These projects are fundamental in providing evidence-based practices 
to maximise outcomes for individuals and families within the Usher 
syndrome community as well as and to improve the professional 
development of relevant healthcare professionals. 
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When writing my report 12 months ago it was evident that the impact 
of Covid-19 was going to continue to feature heavily this year with 
its evolving impact on our work and the day to day lives of our 
community.  We only hoped the worst was behind us. The backend 
of 2021 into 2022 provided us with some relief from the disruption of 
the previous pandemic years with the illusive lure that everything was 
soon to be back to “normal”. We saw hybrid-working which provided a 
more flexible work life-balance for many, and a renewal of socialising 
and events. Despite the last 12 months being peppered with stop-start 
moments, we continued to focus our attention on the maintenance 
of our advocacy, while supporting and caring for our wonderful 
community. 

Underpinning all that we achieve as an organisation are our vision and 
mission statements. We took time in February to regroup and check in 
on the currency of these statements, setting out a new strategic plan 
to take us through to 2025 (see our Strategic Plan on page 23). The 
words identifying our purpose drive our everyday interactions  “To see 
children and families living with Usher syndrome love their lives”.  We 
would like to thank Leanne Warner for her guidance in this process and 
thank our staff and Board for their contributions.  

Consistently delivering strength, knowledge and connection to our 
community sum up the themes of the year that was. We learnt many 
valuable lessons in the pandemic years that we were conscious 
of carrying through into our community. We heard you call out for 
more personal connections and so within Tracey Johnstons’ role we 
committed to quarterly online parent catch ups that were Usher type-
specific. This was in addition to our Family2Family Calls that continued 
to strengthen our collaboration with the USA based Ava’s Voice and the 
UK’s Usher Kids UK, bringing our families together with others around 
the world. The ease of these online and global connections was 
definitely one of the silver linings from the pandemic years. 

Our main focus in the last 12 months has been on continuing our work 
to provide tailored support for our newly diagnosed Usher families from 
the time of diagnosis. Ensuring our profile is front of mind for clinical 
healthcare providers so that families are referred to us as early as 
possible, is the key to the success of this support. With the early years 
supported in this way we set our intentions on delivering first-class 
resources for transitional periods.  

continued...

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
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The Transitions Conference in March covered the life-course of an 
Usher child from early intervention and pre-school years, transition 
to primary and secondary school, then onto tertiary education and 
the workforce with a concurrent stream occurring in the healthcare 
realm. It was another event showcasing a line up of experts in their 
field that was delivered through our Online Learning Hub to families, 
healthcare practitioners and educators nationally. Although unseen, 
Emily worked tirelessly this year to make our website and Online 
Learning Hub more accessible and easier to navigate. We’d like to 
acknowledge her time and hard work on this. 

The funding of our work has been supported this year with the 
amazing efforts of the Davis family, who not long after the diagnosis 
of their two year old son Jett, choose to thank us for helping them 
through this challenging period, by their immense fundraising effort. 
The huge success of this endeavor inspired us to build a Fundraising 
Toolbox, a resource that provides simple navigation to all types 
of fundraising, from the set and forget monthly donation, through 
to the organisation of a coordinated national “event” such as the 
one Jett’s family undertook, or the long beach walk our very own 
Tracey Johnston set up with her family. You can find the Fundraising 
Toolbox on our website and we encourage you to take a look and 
see how you can help to contribute to our organisation’s financial 
sustainability.

Our national reach continued with presentations at the Orthoptics 
Australia Annual Conference, the completion of two videos funded 
by the Deafness Foundation with our colleagues at Hearing Australia 
and the Cochlear Implant Clinic in Melbourne (more info), and 
involvement in the Usher Syndrome Pre-Conference program within 
the 11th National Deafblind Conference in Perth. 

In my previous report I mentioned the importance to Emily and I, 
as Directors, that we started to address the needs of our families 
with evidence based content rather than continuing to rely on our 
personal lived experience as USH families. The research project in 
collaboration with the Melbourne Disability Institute, moved into the 
data collating phase. Six parents of children with Usher syndrome  
were interviewed to understand any unmet needs in their child’s 
early years. 

Fundraising Toolkit P1

Fundraising Toolbox
Everything you need to know to raise funds to 

support the lives of children with Usher syndrome 
and their families in Australia.

continued...

https://usherkidsaustralia.com/online-learning/
https://usherkidsaustralia.com/online-learning/
https://usherkidsaustralia.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/USHK_Fundraising_Toolbox.pdf
https://usherkidsaustralia.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/USHK_Fundraising_Toolbox.pdf
https://usherkidsaustralia.com/usher-ear/
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This data is now providing us evidence-based material 
”Understanding the needs of families of young children with Usher 
syndrome in Australia”. Concurrently, data was sourced through 
a survey of allied health clinicians (Audiologists, Orthoptists and 
Optometrists) to gauge their level of awareness of Usher syndrome, 
its cause and impacts, and the disciplines that have a role in the 
care of affected individuals. This paper is near completion and set 
to be published in peer reviewed journals next year.

An ever constant vision for us as parents is to see UsherKids Australia 
provide a holiday camp for our kids in Australia. The success of 
the Ava’s Voice and Usher Kids UK USHthis Summer Youth Camps 
recently has solidified our conviction that it is imperative to provide 
a camp here in Australia. With a fourth year under our belt in our 
association with the University of Melbourne, we hosted six students 
from the Master of Genetic Counselling course and set them the 
task of researching the impact camps can have on children with 
a disability. They concluded their research with some possible 
Australian camp venues, and activities we can set our sights on 
providing for our Usher teens in 2024. This research will provide us 
with the evidence required to apply for grants to make this project 
a reality. We thank the University of Melbourne and the Genetic 
Support Network of Victoria for their continual belief in us as an 
organisation to support these students in their placement and to 
the students themselves for all their hard work. 

Our strategic pillar of continuity encompasses sustainability and 
as such we are pleased to be able to continue the roles of Tracey 
Johnston as Case Coordinator and Lauren Johansen as Project 
Coordinator. Emily was also awarded The Rotary Community Award 
in 2022 which came with a grant to support the voluntary work she 
has been doing across the organisation.  

I am proud to be in this chair sharing with our community another 
long list of achievements. We have no plans to stop the momentum 
of our organisation’s growth and positive output and hope to see 
you continuing on the journey with us over the next year. 

 Hollie Feller
CO-FOUNDER & DIRECTOR
UsherKids Australia Ltd
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To develop consistent, high-quality information about Usher syndrome.

RESOURCES
Written and video resources for families on Usher syndrome

CONFERENCES
Producing and delivering a biannual conference that parents and 
professionals can attend on Usher syndrome specific topics

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Professional development for teachers and allied health 
professionals working with their children

CONNECTION
Peer to peer connection for parents of young children with Usher 
syndrome as well as young adults with Usher syndrome. 

TARGETED PROGRAMS
Provide targeted programs for children and young people with  
Usher syndrome to enable them to be independent  
and to develop self-actualisation
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HIGHLIGHTS

EDUCATION

Research Webinar
In August we provided our community with an important update 
on the various Australian research projects currently working on 
treatments for retinitis pigmentosa and Usher syndrome. 

The webinar is available to view through our Online Learning Centre 
on our website. The presentations included: 

Fleur O’Hare 
Research Manager at University of Melbourne and Centre for Eye 
Research Australia 

Dr Livia Carvalho 
Assistant Professor at The University of Western Australia 

Dr Anai Gonzalez-Cordero 
Group Leader Stem Cell Medicine Children’s Medical Research 
Institute, Sydney

Professor Alex Hewitt 
Principal Research Fellow Menzies Institute for Medical Research and 
School of Medicine at the University of Tasmania

Dr Fred Chen and Bronwyn Doak 
Lion’s Eye Institute Ocular Tissue Engineering Laboratory; and parent 
of two young boys with Usher syndrome

Transitions Conference
The UsherKids Australia Transitions Conference was held online in 
March, 2022. The conference brought together families and a range 
of healthcare professionals to share information and different 
perspectives on some of the most important transition periods 
facing our children today. The program sessions covered a range of 
topics from post diagnosis, primary to secondary school, teen years 
and beyond, and transitioning from paediatric to adulthood in the 
healthcare system. We also heard great insights from a parent of 
two daughters who have Usher syndrome and a young adult living 
and thriving with the condition. The conference presentations were 
recorded and can be accessed at our new Online Learning Centre. 
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EDUCATION

Online Learning Centre - launch
We were very excited to launch the new Online Learning Centre on our 
website during the year. The Online Learning Centre offers self-paced 
webinars for health care professionals and educators working with 
children with Usher syndrome who are looking for information on the 
latest evidence-based research and clinical practice.

The Online Learning Centre includes individual sessions from our 
very popular 5 day Usher in Focus Webinar Series, other UsherKids 
Australia conferences, as well as our recent research webinar. These 
sessions are appropriate for paediatricians, geneticists, genetic 
counsellors, audiologists, speech pathologists, ophthalmologists, 
orthoptists, optometrists, orientation and mobility specialists, 
physiotherapists, occupational therapists, teachers of the blind or 
low vision, teachers of the deaf, and mainstream educators from 
kindergarten through to primary and secondary school. Parents and 
carers will also benefit from these online learning opportunities  
which can be viewed at a time convenient to them, using their child’s 
NDIS funding. 

FUNDRAISING

Tracey’s 30km Beach Walk 
In April, our Case Coordinator Tracey completed a “bucket list” 
experience to mark her 50th birthday by walking 30 kms along the 
beach from Stockton to Birubi (NSW) with some family and close 
friends. The walk started at 6am in the morning and ended after 
2pm with pit stops every 10 kms to refuel and rehydrate. Walking on 
the sand was very tough in parts but with plenty of pre-training and 
planning the event was a great success, enjoyed by all who joined 
in. To help raise awareness of Usher syndrome and some much 
needed funds for UsherKids Australia Tracey turned this event into a 
fundraising opportunity. She hopes this is just the first of many big 
beach walks for UshersKids Australia with plans underway to do it 
again in 2023. 

HIGHLIGHTS

continued...

https://usherkidsaustralia.com/online-learning/
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FUNDRAISING

Jett’s Journey
Run 42.2km, Cycle 75km, Kayak 42.2km, or Walk 20km.

Like most people, it was a big shock for Brad and Beth upon hearing 
about their 3 year old son Jett’s Usher syndrome diagnosis.  Their 
extended family wanted to raise awareness through an activity 
designed to bring people together – that’s where the Jett’s Journey 
event was created!  What started out as a family event with some 
close friends, expanded across multiple cities of Australia and 
the world which truly demonstrated the strength of the family 
community and support for Jett.

“Upon hearing of the diagnosis we were shattered, so the best 
way to combat the distress was to create a positive event that 
brought everyone together to show support to Jett and his family. 
We initially hoped to raise $10,000-$15,000 for UsherKids, however 
over the 3 month campaign and some very generous donations, 
we presented UsherKids Australia with a cheque for over $130,000 
to support the charity to fund extra resources and research.

The ability to generate this amount of awareness and monetary 
support for UsherKids left the family extremely proud of the legacy 
we have created for not only Jett but all UsherKids and we look 
forward to seeing how they support all affected in the future.

We remain forever grateful to all those who supported the event.”

HIGHLIGHTS

continued...
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RESEARCH

Throughout the year, we have been continuing to work on our 
research projects in collaboration with the University of Melbourne. 

This collaboration is made possible through a grant awarded from 
the Melbourne Disability Institute. Two studies have been completed 
that we hope will inform our organisation and others on ways we can 
improve the lives of children with Usher syndrome and their families. 
One of these studies involved surveying 74 audiologists, optometrists 
and orthoptists to understand their level of awareness of Usher 
syndrome, its cause and the healthcare professionals that have a 
role in caring for individuals with Usher syndrome. This was done with 
the goal of identifying knowledge gaps in these professions so as to 
develop relevant professional development and thus improve the 
care children and families receive. 

Our other project interviewed six parents of children with Usher 
syndrome on their support needs from when their child was born to 
five years of age. We hope to use the experiences parent’s shared 
with us to address the lack of support they felt to improve the 
experiences of other parents. Both studies will be completed early 
next year and results will be shared widely. 

Rotary Award
UsherKids Australia co-founder and Director Emily Shepard was 
recognised by Rotary Melbourne by being named the winner of the 
Club’s Sir John Reid Community Service Award for 2021. The Award 
is given each year to honour an individual in the community whose 
volunteer service is judged to be worthy of special notice.

“May I congratulate Emily Shepard on a long and impressive history 
of service to the community. Your commitment to volunteerism is an 
exemplar of the values of Rotary,” said President of Rotary Melbourne 
Reg Smith OAM. Chair of the Community Welfare Committee Mary 
Barry presented the award to Emily via an online presentation. Mary 
noted that in speaking about her work with UsherKids Australia, it was 
obvious from the outset that Emily is a passionate and committed 
advocate to making the lives of people and in particular children with 
a disability and their families better.

RECOGNITION
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Paediatric Vision Impairment (PVI) 
Alliance 
The Paediatric Vision Impairment (PVI) Alliance is an 
organisation that provides a voice to Australian children 
living with a vision impairment. The PVI Alliance has been 
created from a small but diverse group of organisations 
and individuals supporting Australian children with vision 
impairment.The common ground for all members is to 
advocate strongly for systemic change that is needed 
in paediatric vision screening, diagnosis, treatment and 
wraparound support. Its focus is at the advocacy and policy 
level rather than replicating individual support functions 
delivered by its member entities.     
 

The PVI Alliance members are drawn from support groups 
across all forms of paediatric eye disease, as well as leaders 
in education, research and eyecare. The founding member 
organisations include Usherkids, Cataract Kids, Batten 
Disease Support and Research Association Australia, CHARGE 
Syndrome Australasia, Children’s Tumour Foundation, and 
CVI Community Australia.The founding individual members 
include people active in the paediatric vision impairment 
community: Dr Sandra Staffieri and Dr Susan Silveira, both 
research fellows and paediatric orthoptists, Dr Bronwen 
Scott, orientation and mobility specialist, Ms Lisa Kearns, 
research genetic counsellor and orthoptist, and Ms Natalia 
Kelly, specialist low vision orthoptist.    
 

The PVI Alliance will fill existing and future gaps for families 
by responding to critical and contemporary issues directly 
relating to paediatric vision impairment concerns in health, 
education, advocacy and research. The launch of the 
Alliance was highlighted in an Orthoptics Australia feature for 
Insight News.            

COLLABORATIONS

PG 15
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work collaboratively with other like-minded 
persons and organisations.

What started as casual conversations has 
facilitated an alliance we hope will support 
member organisations to develop shared 
and shareable resources. More importantly, 
it will advocate strongly for systemic change 
that is needed in paediatric vision screening, 
diagnosis, treatment and wraparound support.  

Collectively we are learning much from 
each other while recognising and building 
on our valuable common ground. It is 
already evident the alliance can leverage 
existing connections and opportunities 
much more effectively, which ultimately 
benefits Australian children with vision 
impairment. 

For more information, visit www.
pviallianceaustralia.org or email 
pviallianceaustralia@yahoo.com.  n

When two separate parents of 
children with vision impairment 
were introduced by an orthoptist, 

they immediately knew they were both 
on the same page. Despite their children 
having different conditions, the barriers they 
were facing were all too familiar.  

Having both established support 
organisations to fill the gap they experienced 
in finding accurate information, support and 
knowledgeable professionals when their 
children were diagnosed, Dr Megan Prictor 
and myself, Ms Emily Shepard, have since 
joined with others to establish the Paediatric 
Vision Impairment (PVI) Alliance. 

Megan is the founder and director of 
Cataract Kids Australia, designed to improve 
support for children with cataracts and their 
families, enhance clinical care and build 
connections with research across Australia. 
I’m the co-founder and director of UsherKids 
Australia, providing information, education 
and support for families of children 
diagnosed with Usher syndrome. 

I can recall the initial discussion with 
Megan. We were essentially the same 
organisation, providing the same resources, 
with the same aims but just for a different 
condition. Our common goals were to 
provide families with accurate and timely, 
condition-specific information; to connect 
parents to gain support through lived 
experiences; and to create a network of 
knowledgeable healthcare professionals.

The challenges being articulated 
repeatedly by numerous condition-specific 
children’s vision organisations across the 
country, as well as by several orthoptists 
with extensive experience pursuing systemic 
improvements in the diagnosis and care of 
children with vision impairment, drove the 
formation of a new formal alliance.  

The PVI Alliance has been created with the 
common goal of providing a united voice to 
the small but diverse group of organisations 
and individuals supporting Australian children 
with vision impairment and their families. 
Its focus is at the advocacy and policy level 
rather than replicating individual support 
functions delivered by its member entities.  

The PVI Alliance members are drawn 
from support groups across all forms of 
paediatric eye disease, as well as leaders 
in education, research and eyecare. The 
founding member organisations include 

ORTHOPTICS AUSTRALIA strives for excellence  
in eye health care by promoting and advancing 
the discipline of orthoptics and by improving 
eye health care for patients in public hospitals, 
ophthalmology practices, and the wider 
community. Visit: orthoptics.org.au

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: EMILY SHEPARD is a 
co-founder and Director of UsherKids Australia 
committed to making the lives of children with 
Usher syndrome and their families better by 
equipping parents with support and guidance 
when they need it most.

ORGANISATIONS SUPPORTING FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN WITH VISION IMPAIRMENT HAVE FORMED A NEW PAEDIATRIC VISION 
IMPAIRMENT ALLIANCE FOCUSED ON ADVOCACY AT THE POLICY LEVEL, WRITES EMILY SHEPARD.

NEW PAEDIATRIC VISION IMPAIRMENT ALLIANCE

Alliance members are drawn from support groups 
across paediatric eye disease, as well as leaders in 
education, research and eyecare.

54    INSIGHT July 2022

Cataract Kids Australia, UsherKids 
Australia, as well as: 

•   Batten Disease Support and Research 
Association Australia, dedicated to 
improving the lives and well-being of 
patients and families affected by the 
disease through family support, funding 
vital research, and advancing education 
and awareness of in Australia;

•   CHARGE Syndrome Australasia, 
supporting families and individuals with 
this syndrome in Australia and New 
Zealand with the mission to make the 
person’'s journey simpler and easier by 
connecting families with information, 
experts and other families;

•   Children's Tumour Foundation, 
providing hope for everyone impacted 
by Neurofibromatosis in Australia by 
advocating for change, advancing 
research and empowering this community 
with the knowledge, connections and 
support needed at every stage of 
their journey;

•   CVI Community Australia, a community 
for parents, professionals, carers and 
others to share learning and ideas about 
Cerebral Vision Impairment (CVI) in 
Australia. 

The founding individual members include 
people active in the paediatric vision 
impairment community: Dr Sandra Staffieri 
and Dr Susan Silveira, both research fellows 
and paediatric orthoptists, Dr Bronwen 
Scott, orientation and mobility specialist, Ms 
Lisa Kearns, research genetic counsellor 
and orthoptist, and Ms Natalia Kelly, 
specialist low vision orthoptist.

The PVI Alliance will fill existing and future 
gaps for families by responding to critical 
and contemporary issues directly relating 
to paediatric vision impairment concerns in 
health, education, advocacy and research. 
This includes:

1.   Advocacy for children with vision 
loss in Australia, to influence policy 
that addresses identified unmet and 
emerging health and education needs. 

2.   The alliance will focus on sharing 
resources that educate parents, carers, 
community and clinical staff to ensure 
children with vision impairment live life to 
its full potential.

The PVI Alliance members also seek to 

EMILY SHEPARD

“WHAT STARTED 
AS CASUAL 
CONVERSATIONS 
HAS FACILITATED 
AN ALLIANCE 
WE HOPE WILL 
SUPPORT MEMBER 
ORGANISATIONS TO 
DEVELOP SHARED 
RESOURCES”

http://www.pviallianceaustralia.org
http://www.pviallianceaustralia.org
mailto:pviallianceaustralia@yahoo.com
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Family 2 Family Calls 
Now in its fourth year, our monthly Family 2 Family calls provide parents 
of children with Usher syndrome across the globe with the opportunity 
to share the trials and triumphs of life with Usher syndrome.  The 
initiative was originally established in the USA by State Deaf-Blind 
Projects, the National Center of Deaf-Blindness and the National Family 
Association for Deaf-Blind, with the Usher syndrome-specific call now 
being jointly facilitated by UsherKids Australia,  Ava’s Voice (USA) and 
Usher Kids UK. The monthly calls have become a staple for many 
parents in our USH community, and we look forward to welcoming Usher 
Syndrome Ireland into the F2FC family in 2023. 

11th National Deafblind Conference and  
Usher Syndrome Pre-Conference 
The 11th National Deafblind Conference was hosted by SensesWA and 
held during Deafblind Awareness Week. The Usher Syndrome Pre-
Conference took place in the day leading up to the main conference 
in Perth and included delegates joining online through conference 
hubs in both Melbourne and the Hunter Valley. The day included a 
program dedicated specifically to Usher syndrome, the leading cause 
of deafblindness.  

UsherKids Australia Director, Emily Shepard facilitated the day, which 
included presentations on research developments, technology and 
lived experiences by our esteemed colleagues Dr Tina Lamey, Senior 
Scientist and Research Fellow, Sir Charles Gairdner; Fleur O’Hare, Senior 
Research Manager at the Centre for Eye Research Australia (CERA), 
Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital; Peter Cracknell, Vision Technology 
Specialist at Quantum Reading Learning Vision; Bronwyn Doak, Parent of 
two young children with Usher Syndrome; and  Daniel Talko, Young adult 
with Usher syndrome. 

The highlight of the main conference program was Associate Professor 
Lauren Ayton presenting on behalf of UsherKids Australia the preliminary 
findings of our research project titled - Exploring the support needs of 
parents/carers of young children with Usher syndrome. A/Prof Lauren 
Ayton is a clinician-scientist with research interests in retinal disease, 
low vision and vision restoration and collaborated with a team of 
researchers on the project thanks to funding through the Melbourne 
Disability Institute and the University of Melbourne. We look forward to 
sharing the published paper in the coming year. 

COLLABORATIONS continued...
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The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements. These statements should be read in conjunction with the attached
compilation report.

Not-For-Profit - Association Report USHERKIDS AUSTRALIA LTD   Page 5 of 15

Income and Expenditure Statement
USHERKIDS AUSTRALIA LTD
For the year ended 30 June 2022

2022 2021

Income
Contributions

Consultancy Fees - 177
Total Contributions - 177

Grant Operating
Grant Funds 43,294 35,994
Total Grant Operating 43,294 35,994

Donations
Sponsorship & Donations 152,460 4,427
Total Donations 152,460 4,427

Fundraising
Conference Ticket Sales 1,191 14,155
Total Fundraising 1,191 14,155

Total Income 196,945 54,753

Gross Surplus 196,945 54,753

Other Income
Interest Income 12 6

Total Other Income 12 6

Expenditure
Accessibility expenses 55 413

Advertising & Marketing 15,928 6,942

Bank charges 257 476

Conference Expenses 436 14,921

Consultants expense 3,495 -

Insurance 378 358

Internet Expense 2,569 869

Legal expenses 225 -

Membership Expense 154 114

Printing & Stationery 506 117

Subscriptions 529 672

Superannuation Contributions - Employees 3,347 476

Travel & Accomodation 1,204 65

Wages 33,975 5,010

Workcover expense 214 -

Total Expenditure 63,272 30,433
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Not-For-Profit - Association Report USHERKIDS AUSTRALIA LTD   Page 7 of 15

Assets and Liabilities Statement
USHERKIDS AUSTRALIA LTD
As at 30 June 2022

NOTES 30 JUN 2022 30 JUN 2021

Assets
Current Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents 171,944 36,978

GST Receivable - 518
Total Current Assets 171,944 37,495

Total Assets 171,944 37,495

Liabilities
Current Liabilities

Trade and Other Payables 3 2,531 1,111

GST Payable 62 -

Employee Entitlements (598) 119
Total Current Liabilities 1,994 1,230

Total Liabilities 1,994 1,230

Net Assets 169,950 36,265

Member's Funds
Capital Reserve 169,950 36,265

Total Member's Funds 169,950 36,265
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Not-For-Profit - Association Report USHERKIDS AUSTRALIA LTD  Page 11 of 15

Movements in Equity
USHERKIDS AUSTRALIA LTD
For the year ended 30 June 2022

2022 2021

Equity
Opening Balance 36,265 11,938

Increases
Profit for the Period 133,685 24,327
Total Increases 133,685 24,327

Total Equity 169,950 36,265
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Not-For-Profit - Association Report USHERKIDS AUSTRALIA LTD  Page 12 of 15

Statement of Cash Flows - Direct Method
USHERKIDS AUSTRALIA LTD
For the year ended 30 June 2022

2022 2021

Operating Activities
Receipts From Grants 43,294 35,994

Receipts From Customers - 177

Payments to Suppliers and Employees (37,323) (5,486)

Interest Received 12 6

Cash Receipts From Other Operating Activities 153,651 18,582

Cash Payments From Other Operating Activities (25,949) (24,946)

Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities 133,685 24,327

Financing Activities
Repayment of Borrowings - (4,000)

Net Cash Flows from Financing Activities - (4,000)

Other Activities
Other

Accounts Payable 1,000 364

Goods & Services Tax 579 (501)

Superannuation Payable (717) 119

Withholding Taxes Payable 420 560
Total Other 1,281 542

Net Cash Flows from Other Activities 1,281 542

Net Cash Flows 134,967 20,868

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period 36,978 16,109

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period 171,944 36,978

Net change in cash for period 134,967 20,868
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS & THANK YOU

CORPORATE & COMMUNITY PARTNERS
Arnold Bloch Leibler   •  KSR Partners • Genetic Support Network of Victoria 

University of Melbourne Master of Genetic Counselling Community Placement Program 

Deafness Forum of Australia • Rare Voices Australia • Orthoptics Australia

GRANTS AND FUNDING

Melbourne Disability Institute Department of Social Services
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Reliability
We consistently deliver 

strength, knowledge and 
connection to our community 

when it matters

Inclusivity
We promote a community  

where everyone is  
seen and heard

Integrity
We act with the highest ethical 

principles to ensure our 
community has confidence 

and trust in who we are and the 
services we provide.

Compassion
We foster compassion for 
children and families by 
demonstrating empathy, 
kindness and belonging

Excellence
We are leaders in the  

provision of innovative 
resources and programs that 

are accessible to all

Continuity
We nourish and care for 

ourselves and each other so as 
a team we can create a lasting 
contribution to our community 

To see children and families 
living with Usher syndrome 
love their lives

To empower the Usher 
Community through support, 

connection and knowledge

Our MissionOur Purpose

W www.usherkidsaustralia.com

E info@usherkidsaustralia.com    

Our Values
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Our Strategic Objectives

What critical actions are we taking to deliver these objectives?
Create a sense of 
belonging for our 
families through peer to 
peer connections

Produce and deliver a 
biannual conference to 
bring together families 
and professionals

Collaborate with 
external stakeholders 
to improve the care 
of children with Usher 
syndrome across the life 
course

Raise awareness of 
Usher syndrome and our 
organisation to attract 
and support fundraising 
opportunities

Support families 
through the early 
stages of diagnosis 
and connect them 
with relevant health, 
education and disability 
professionals

Maintain an online 
knowledge library 
of information and 
resources that is 
relevant, accurate, and 
accessible. 

Give voice to the lived 
experience of our 
families by using it to 
inform and drive our 
advocacy efforts 

Be creative and 
adaptable with 
acquiring sources of 
funding that align with 
our strategic priorities to 
ensure the longevity of 
our programs

Remove barriers faced 
by families to ensure 
they have equitable 
access to health, 
community participation 
and education

Create and exchange 
(disseminate) research 
knowledge related to 
the treatment, care, 
support and clinical 
management of Usher 
syndrome.

Enhance existing 
and explore new 
partnerships at both a 
local and global level 

Mobilise community 
groups with the tools 
to carry out fundraising 
events on our behalf

Provide targeted 
programs for children 
and young people 
with Usher syndrome 
to enable them to 
be independent 
and to develop self-
actualisation

Provide professional 
development programs 
to external stakeholders

Mobilise families 
through education of the 
benefits in participating 
in clinical and 
psychosocial research

Create and maintain 
a supportive work 
environment that 
enables a healthy work-
life balance

Support Knowledge Collaboration Sustainability 

We provide meaningful 
connections between 
families with similar 
lived experiences and 
build their capacity to 
love their lives

We improve outcomes 
for families by driving 
psychosocial research 
and developing 
resources for families, 
as well as health, 
education and disability 
professionals

We engage globally with 
the health, education 
and disability sectors 
to ensure families are 
part of a committed, 
educated and engaged 
community 

We ensure the 
sustainability of 
the organisation by 
developing a diverse 
financial strategy that 
allows for its growth and 
longevity 
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Our Strategic Objectives

What does success look like?
Increase annual reach 
to 10,000 people through 
a planned approach to 
our various social media 
platforms.

Post conference 
evaluations will indicate 
that 75% of professionals 
increased their self-
reported knowledge of 
Usher syndrome  

50% of eligible families will 
be enrolled in the Centre 
for Eye Research Australia 
natural history study by 
end of 2025.

A fundraising toolbox 
will be available for 
community fundraising 
events by June 2022. 

Collaboration on 
Family2Family calls 
with both national and 
international families will 
occur eight times per 
year.

Post conference 
evaluations will 
indicate that 75% of 
families increased 
their connections with 
community

MOU's in place with all 
relevant peak bodies 
associated with the care 
of chidlren with Usher 
syndrome

A minimum of five 
fundraising events per 
calendar year will be held 
on our behalf.   

USHTEENS peer to 
peer program will be 
developed and ready to 
launch by end of 2022. 

The Master in Genomic 
Health student placement 
collaboration produces 
evidence that contributes 
to a minimum of two 
communications annually 
that addressed identified 
unmet needs.   

Continuing Professional 
Development 
collaboration is explored 
and undertaken with 
a range of relevant 
associations/
organisations by end of 
2023.

Attract funding from at 
least four community, 
government or 
philanthropic grants per 
calendar year.

Quarterly online meetings 
with Usher Type 1 & 2 
Australia & NZ families are 
held.

UsherKids Australia's 
website resources will be 
reviewed and updated 
annually. 

By June 2022 families 
have access to materials 
and report templates to 
assist their NDIS change 
of situation and/or plan 
reviews.

By the end of December 
2022, funds will be 
secured through grants 
or other funding streams 
to retain current paid 
employees up until end of 
2025. 

The online survey to new 
families will inform our 
organisation that their 
early years journey has 
been well supported 
(June 2023).

UsherKids Australia's 
website will include an 
online library of discipline 
specific webinars on 
Usher syndrome that will 
attract 50 new and 120 
returning members

All relevant national 
associations/
organisations seek to 
provide their members 
with access to our 
resources as part of their 
Continuing Professional 
Development needs

Utilise volunteer resources 
to produce a minimum 
of two communications 
annually that addressed 
identified unmet needs. 

UsherKids Australia are 
the first point of care /first 
referral post diagnosis for 
families of children living 
with Usher syndrome.

The clinical awareness 
and parental needs 
research projects will be 
published and results 
disseminated by June 
2023.

Identify global 
partnerships with 
industry that can 
financially support 
the implementation of 
our research project 
outcomes across 
Australia by the end of 
2023.

Support Knowledge Collaboration Sustainability 
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CONTACT US
UsherKids Australia Ltd
ABN: 74601423294

W www.usherkidsaustralia.com
E info@usherkidsaustralia.com
P +61 414 743 074

 usherkidsaustralia

  usherkidsaustralia

  @usherkids

USHERKIDS AUSTRALIA  
is a registered charity in Australia 
and all donations over $2 are tax 

deductible.  

For online donations,  
please visit our website: 

www.usherkidsaustralia.com

HOW YOU CAN HELP?

Volunteer your time 
We rely heavily on the support of volunteers to help 
our support efforts, both for one-off events and 
ongoing activities. 

Make a donation 
Help us to enhance the lives of children with Usher 
syndrome across Australia by making a one-off or 
regular donation.

Support an event or fundraising activity 
Get involved in one of our events or raise funds for us 
through your own fundraising event via the dedicated 
UsherKids Australia GiveNow page at  
givenow.com.au/usherkidsaustralia.

Become a corporate partner  
By utilising professional skills from corporate partners, 
we can instead focus our time and energy on what 
we do best, which is supporting children with Usher 
syndrome and their families. 

http://www.usherkidsaustralia.com
mailto:info@usherkidsaustralia.com
http://www.usherkidsaustralia.com



